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ABSTRACT
Decomposition is an important part of information systems analysis and design and is manifested as
the breakdown of the system to elements such as subsystems, modules, activities, processes, entities,
and objects. Good decomposition is considered a major requirement for a good system design.
However, there is no comprehensive theory of information systems decomposition and no single
dominant decomposition approach exists. Consequently, software decomposition relies on "guidelines"
and designer's experience.
In this article, we propose a foundation for a theory of good decomposition based on two principles: 1)
the decomposition of an information system should reflect the nature of the real world system
represented by it, and 2) static and dynamic aspects of systems cannot be separated and hence good
decomposition should be based on both.
The model enables the analysis of concepts such as good software modules, normalized relations,
objects, and entities as special cases of one generalized construct.
1. INTRODUCTION system that is manifested in the software decomposition.
The object-oriented approach tries to remedy this situa-
Decomposition is a major activity of systems analysis and tion by encapsulating state information (data) with
design and is manifested as the breakdown of the system behavior. Nevertheless, no theory exists on how to
description to elements such as subsystems, modules, identify "good" objects and one depends on "practice and
activities, processes, entities, and objects. Good decompo- experience" (Coad and Yourdon 1990, p. 60).
sition is considered a major requirement, and frequently
the essence of a good design: Decomposition material-
izes in design practices such as modularization of systems In previous articles we proposed a rudimentary formal
and software (Parnas 1972, Myers 1978, Yourdon and model of system decomposition and presented a neces-
Constantine 1979, DeMarco 1979; Gane and Sarson sary condition for a decomposition to be "good" (Wand
1979), data normalization (Date 1981), and, more and Weber 1989b, 1990a). Briefly, the condition implies
recently, object oriented design and implementation that each component (subsystem) in a good decomposi-
(Korson and McGregor 1990; Coad and Yourdon 1990). tion should have a well-defined behavior in the sense that
its state information is sufficient to determine its state
However, there is no comprehensive theory of informa- changes for every input. Our model was incomplete in
tion systems decomposition and no single dominant several respects. First, the condition provided was only
decomposition approach exists (see, e.g., Pressman 1987). necessary, so while it could be used to rule out possible
Consequently, software decomposition relies on "guide- decompositions, it did not prescribe how to generate good
lines" (Gane and Sarson 1979, p. 189; Myers 1978, p. 151) decompositions. Second, the implications of the formal
and designer's experience. Moreover, data and software model to systems analysis and design were not elabo-
decompositions are frequently done independently. Thus, rated. Finally, the model was not used for describing and
data decomposition does not reflect the dynamics of the explaining existing decomposition practices and methods.
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Here we expand our model in two directions. First, we 2. It should afford a view of a system as a whole, and
anchor the notion of good decomposition to a set of also as made of components that are independent in
postulates on how to model reality. Second, we show some way.
that a common foundation for software decomposition,
data decomposition, and objects-oriented concepts can be 3. It should prescribe when the process of breakdown is
derived from this view. Our model is based on two to stop, or, alternatively, when an object can be
fundamental premises: 1) decomposition should reflect viewed as a fundamental, non-decomposable, unit.
the nature of the real world system represented by the
information system, and 2) static and dynamic aspects of We propose to base a theory of decomposition on two
systems cannot be separated and hence good decomposi- fundamental principles.
tion should be based on both.
Principle 1: A decomposed thing is viewed sometimes as
In the following Section 2 presents the principles of our a whole, and sometimes as a composite where the focus
approach Section 3 describes the formal model of reality shifts to the parts.
we use, Section 3 presents the notion of a proper thing,
which is the key concept in our model of good decompo- Principle 2: A good decomposition is behavior-related.
sition, Section 5 defines good decomposition, Section 6
discusses software, data, and object related concepts. The first principle implies that for an object to be "in-
Finally, Section 7 summarizes the model briefly and de- teresting" there should be some information that cannot
scribes current research directions. be obtained by considering it as an aggregate of indepen-
dent smaller objects. However, "quite a bit" of the
information about the object can be known in this way.
Hence, a good decomposition theory should provide for
2. PRINCIPLES alternating the focus between a "holistic" point of view
and a component point of view.
Decomposition is intuitively understood as the breakdown
of a whole into small parts. However, in reality, a de- The second principle establishes the importance of
composed structure is attained by composing the whole behavior in the model. Behavior will be defined as the
from smaller units, in a hierarchical way. Indeed, it is way a thing responds to certain possible stimuli applied to
claimed that this is the way complex natural objects it. The definition of these stimuli amounts to defining
evolve (Simon 1981). Decomposition is applied to com- the purpose of analyzing or designing a certain object and
plex objects for two purposes. First, it can be used for is critical to the nature of the decomposition obtained.
the anabsis of existing natural or human-created objects:
Second, it can be employed in the design of new human- Finally, we note that rather than considering an object as
created objects (artifacts). We therefore begin by de- made of smaller components, it can be considered as part
fining what we mean by analysis and design: of a larger "whole' and hence its behavior might be
viewed as reflecting part of the behavior of the larger
Definition 1: Ana(vsis is the understanding of a system's object.
behavior. Design is the creation of a plan for a system
that must have a certain spec#ied behavior. We summarize the above as three observations about the
nature of good decomposition:
Due to the dual role of decomposition, a theory of
decomposition should be able to be employed in two 1. It is related to the ability to describe or achieve the
ways. First, it should be able to 4/ain why a certain behavior of a complex object via the behavior of its
breakdown is considered a "proper" or good decomposi- components.
tion. Second, it should be able to prescribe how a com-
plex object can be constructed from simpler objects. 2. It is an approximation in the sense that not all the
behavior of the complex object can be represented by
We begin our discussion of the formal theory of good the behavior of its components.
decomposition by posing three requirements for such a
theory:
down of an object are those that apply when deter-
3. The same principles that guide the "correct" break-
1. It should show how a system can be analyzed or mining if an object can be analyzed or constructed
designed by concentrating on parts of the system. independently from other objects.
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3. FORMAL FOUNDATION Definition 5*: The functions Fi are called the state van'-
ables of the thing, the values of the functions
We base our theory of decomposition on the notion that F=<F ..Fn> at a given time comprise the state of the
an information system is a mpresentation of a real system thing. The set S(X) = { <xi,...14,> 1 74=F,(t)} is termed the
(Wand and Weber 1988; 199Ob; Jackson 1983). Hence, possible state space of the thing X.
we propose:
The dynamics of a thing are described via the notion of
Principle 3: The decomposition of an information system events:
should reflect a decomposed view of the represented
system. Definition 6*: An event is an ordered pair of states
e =< s,s'> s,s'ES(X).
Based on this principle, we turn to the question of how to
describe a decomposition of a real system. To model Not all possible combinations of values of the state
reality we use an ontological model proposed by Bunge variables (i.e., states) can occur:
(1977; 1979):
Definition 7: Any constraint on the allowed values of
Ontological Postulate 1': The world is made of things state variables or their combinations will be termed a
that possess properties. state law. The set of states conforming to the state laws
will be termed the law/6/ state space of the thing X and
Ontological Postulate 2': A thing may be simp/e or denoted by SLCX)·
composite, that is, composed of other things. Any two
things can be combined to a thing- Not all possible pairs of states designate events that can
happen:
Definition 2*: A thing is a composite thing if there exist Definition 8*: The set of lawful events is the set
(at least) two things from which it is combined. Other- ELESL®SL which conforms to the laws of the thing.
wise, it is a simple thing.
We now define the notions of behavior and interaction:
Some of the properties of a composite thing belong to
the composing things, but others belong only to the Definition 9*: The behavior of a thing in a given time
composite thing as a whole, hence we define: interval is the ordered set of states it traverses in this
interval.
Definition 3*: A property of a composite thing will be Definition 10*: Thing X acts-on thing Y iff the "trajec-
termed hereditaiy or nsultant if it is a property of some tory" of states Y traverses in time when X is present, is
composing thingq. Otherwise, it will be termed an emer- different than what it would have been without X.
gent property. Things X and Y interact iff X acts-on Y or Y acts-on X.
Furthermore, every composite thing must have properties Finally, we define a system as a special case of a com-
that do not belong to its components: posite thing:
Ontological Postulate 3*: Every composite thing must Definition 11: A system is a composite thing that cannot
possess emergent properties. be broken down to non-interacting components.
Only some of the properties of a thing are of interest in a Using the above postulates and definitions, we now
given context. This is modelled via the concept of a discuss what a good decomposition is.
functional schema:
Definition 4': 8 thing is modelled in terms of a ji,nc- 4. ON PROPER THINGS
fiona/ schema F = <Ft....Fn> where each function, Fi
assigns a value to an observed property, at time t. Our model of good decomposition is based on the notion
of a weU-defined thing. We begin by making a distinction
Based on the concept of a functional schema, the notions between two types of change of states that a thing may
of state and state space ate deRned: undergo:
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Definition 12: A change of state due to a stimulus from The notion of a well-behaved thing is fundamental to our
the environment will be termed an external event. Any model because we are interested in the behavior of
other change of state will be termed an internal event. things. This is established in the following lemma:
The following premise reflects the belief that things do Lemma 2: A thing is well-behaved with respect to a
not behave arbitrarily, but according to some law of given set of external events if, and only if, the evolution
behavior. of the state of the thing for these events can be fully
determined.
Working Premise 1 (regularity):6 Without external
stimuli, a thing will change its state if, and only if, there While all things must be subject to some external events
exists a lawful transition to another state. in order to change, it is not necessary that a thing will
possess internal transitions for states that can be reached
The regularity premise leads to the following categoriza- as a result of the relevant event set. We therefore make
tion of states: a distinction:
Definition 13: A state will be termed unstable iff there Definition 16: A thing that undergoes internal transitions
exists a transition to another state. Otherwise, the state as a result of a given set of external events will be said to
fs stable. have internal *namics and will be called a *namic thing;
otherwise, it will be termed a static thing:
We further assume the following:
We now analyze the above concepts in terms of the state
Working Premise 2 (stability): A thing in an unstable variables of the thing. When an external event occurs, at
state will change its state to a stable state.6 least one state variable of the thing is modified as a result
of a change in the environment of the thing. It follows
The following lemma ties the notion of stability to the that for external events to occur, some state variables
two types of event: must jointly belong to the state definitions of the thing
and the environment. On the other hand, a thing might
Lemma 1: An event e= < s,s' > where s is a stable state is have state variables that are only affected by internal
an extemcd event. An event e= < s,s' > where s is an transitions. Hence, we define:
unstable state is an internal event.
Definition 17: A state variable of a thing will be called
Behavior was defined in Section 3 as the evolution of the an input state van'able if it can be modified only by exter-
states of a thing in time. According to our premises, once nal events, it will be called a den'ved state van'able if it is
a thing reaches a stable state it will stay in that state modified only in internal events, it will be called a shaivd
unless receiving a stimulus from the environment. state van'able if it can be modified by both types of events.
Hence, the actual behavior of a thing depends on the
external events it might undergo. We therefore define: Note, according to this definition input and shared state
variables "belong" to the thing and to its environment (or
Definition 14: The relevant behavior of a thing is its to a thing in the environment). Furthermore, a dynamic
possible state transitions in response to a given set of thing must possess state variables that are either derived
external events that might occur. or shared. We make two further distinctions:
Hence-on we will assume that all analysis of the behavior Definition 18: A dynamic thing that has at least one
of a thing is done with respect to a given set of external derived state variable will be termed a self-controUed
events which will be called the relevant event set. thing. A dynamic thing that does not have any shared
state variable will be termed a completely se(f-controUed
A thing undergoing an external event might reach an thing.
unstable state from which there is more than one possible
internal transition. In such cases, the behavior of the
thing will appear to be unpredictable. It is desirable that Lemma 3: In a completely self-controlled thing, no
a thing will be well-behaved in the following sense: external event can be reversed directly by an internal
event.
Definition 15: A thing whose internal transitions occur as
a result of a given set of external events that are well Consider now the following problem. Given a 'universe"
defined7 will be termed we#-behaved. described in terms of state variables, can a given subset
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of the state variables be viewed as representing a thing 5. WHAT IS A GOOD DECOMPOSITION?
that is well "separated" from the universe?
We now apply the concept of a proper thing to the notion
To answer this, a given set of relevant external events that of good decomposition. We begin by considering the
might affect these state variables has to be given. Then possibility that the state space of a composite thing can
the following criteria can be applied: be reconstructed from the state spaces of the composing
things:
Things should be well-behaved:
Definition 21: A thing, X, will be said to be state-diwsible
1. For each state there is either no transition, or a well- iff there exists a set of things {Xv k=l'...,m} such that
defined transition which is not an external event. there exists a representation of the lawful state space of
X, SL(x)=SL(Xt)®...®SL(Xm · Otherwise it will be termed
1 Every transition which is not an external event ends indivisible. For a divisible thing, the set {Xe k= 1,...,m}
on a stable state. will be termed a state-preserving decomposition.
For the thing to be dynamic: For a state divisible thing, X, every combination of lawful
states of each of the components X matches a lawful
3. There must exist at least one internal event. state of X and vice versa.
For dynamic things to be "proper": We turn now to dynamics. An external event with re-
spect to the composite thing is reflected as a change of
4. To have at least some of its "own" behavior, the input state variables of the thing. If one of these state
candidate thing must be self-controlled. variables is also a state variable of a component, then this
component also undergoes an external event. Another
5. To view the environment as behaving independently possibility is that as a component undergoes an internal
of the thing, no shared variable should exist. event, a change in a derived state variable of the compo-
nent will be recognized as an external event in another
This is summarized in the following definition: component. These possibilities are reflected in the
following definition:
De inition 19: A pr«per thing is either a static or a
dynamic, well-behaved, and completely self-controlled Definition 22: An event that occurs in a component as a
thing. direct result of an external event will be termed a direct
ellemal event. An event that occurs as a result of an
Intuitively, a proper dynamic thing is a thing whose internal transition in another component will be termed a
behavior is predictable and depends only on its own derived external event.
internal transition laws. Furthermore, the thing cannot
directly "reverse" the effects of the environment. Such a A weU-decomposed thing can now be defined:
thing can be viewed as 'well-carved-out" of its environ-
ment. Definition 23: A composite thing will be said to be weU-
decomposed under a given set of external events iff there
Finally, we note that in light of the discussion of dyna- exists a state-preserving decomposition where each of the
mics, a state variable that never changes carries no useful components is a proper thing and has a minimal set of
information because it does not affect the result of any state variables under this set of events.
internal transition. Hence we define:
6. SOME RESULTS
Definition 20. A state variable will be said to be re-
dundant iff it never changes under any of the given In this section we use the decomposition model to ana-
external events or resulting internal events. A state lyze software and data decomposition. Our analysis is
representation will be termed minimal if it contains no based on the following premise:
redundant state variable.
Working Premise 3 (representation): The components of
Note that the above definitions are all with respect to a the information system should reflect components that
given set of external events. were identified in the process of analysis.
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Consider a well-decomposed system according to our Strong cohesion: In our model, a component can be
definitions in sections 4 and 5. For a given set of exter- broken down if it is state-divisible to well.behaved sub-
nallrimposed ch,inges in the system, the following holds: components. Strong cohesion means that the given
component cannot be broken in this way. In software
1. The complete state information of the system can be terms this would mean that, for every possible bi-parti-
re-constructed from the states of the components. tioning, one of the following occurs: 1) there are con-
straints connecting data values in the two submodules, or
2. Each of the components is well-behaved under each 2) data from both submodules are needed to determine
external event occurring in the component. the processing in each module.
3. Components can be static or dynamic.
Decomposition techniques: Various practical decompo-
4. Dynamic components should be completely self- sition rules have been proposed. Here we discuss trans-
controlled. action decomposition and source-transform-sink decompo-
sition (STS) (Yourdon and Constantine 1979; Myers
We now apply these concepts to software and data. 1978). Transaction decomposition is the breakdown of
software to components that respond independently to
different input transactions. STS decomposition is the
6.1 General Concepts breakdown to modules that deal with the original inputs,
modules that deal with data transformations after the
A software module: A software module is a dynamic input data have "disappeared," and modules that produce
information system component that represents a dynamic outputs. These methods, in particular STS, require quite
component of the real system. It contains state informa- a bit of judgment by the analyst.
tion (as data variables) and dynamic information on how
the state information might change as a result of possible
external events (as software instructions). In terms of our model, transaction decomposition is a
breakdown to components that are well behaved under
A data aggregate: A data aggregate is a static compo- the direct e#ect of the external events. STS is a break-
nent of the information system that represents a static down to components when derived events are considered.
component of the real system. It has no internal transi- Accordingly, an input module is directly subject to crier-
tions and can change only as a result of external events nal events of the system and a processing module is
that are manifested as updating transactions. subject only to derived events. This view predicts some
inherent difficulties with STS. In particular, the role of a
module might not be completely defined if it is subject to
6.2 Software Decomposition both direct and derived events.
Module independence and module coupling Various
types of module coupling are defined based on various 63 On Data Decomposition
situations occurring in the software in terms of data and
control structures (Myers 1978, Chapter 5): Thus, Normalization is introduced as a solution to problems
evaluation of coupling among modules requires that the such as update and deletion anomalies and is formalized
software be at least designed in detail. Moreover, the in terms of dependencies that exist among data elements.
results might depend on the specific language constructs. Here, we take the approach of normalization as a special
In our model, a module is coupled to another if and only case of decomposition to static system components.
if information from the other module is needed to deter- Rather than using formal arguments, we analyze a simple
mine the outcome of an internal transition. That is, example.
certain derived state variables cannot be fully determined
by the state of the module. Whether modules are Consider a simple order processing system where three
coupled or not depends on the set of external events. components have been identified: customer, product, and
Accordingly, loose coupling can be viewed as no-coupling order.m
in the above sense under a certain subset of external
events (selected based on some notion of importance or customer (Customer Name, Customer Address,
relative frequency). Note that the above interpretation of Customer Type)
module coupling does not depend on any implementation product (Product Name, Unit Price)
details. order (Order Date, Order Quantity, Total Price)
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Where Customer type can be 'P' (preferred) or 'R' either as a routine, or as a table listing all possible
(regular) and Total Price is calculated according to the combinations of Unit Price, Quantity, Customer Type and
formula: Total Price.11 It turns out that relations may have two
distinct roles:
Total Price = QI„,tity * Unit Price *(1-Discount)
a. Represent the state of static components.
Where only preferred customers get a 10% discount.
b Act as a representation of a law, or functiona/ re/a-
In our model, a good decomposition is defined with tionship storing only "allowed" combinations of state
respect to a given set of eldemat events. Assume the variables.
following set:
1. Modify Customer data (change customer name, or 6.4 On Objects in the Object-Oriented
address, or type). Approach
2. Modify Product data (change product name or unit The object-oriented approach has recently attained wide
price). acceptance. However, there is still no common agree-
ment on the fundamentals of the approach (Nierstrasz
3. Modify Order data (quantity). 1986; Banerjee et al. 1987; Tsichritzis and Nierstrasz
1989). As well there are no formal rules on what consti-
Both Customer and Product modifications are external tutes an appropriate object. In the following we briefly
events in the respective components and are the only discuss the relationship of the decomposition model to
changes that can happen to these components. Hence, the object paradigm.
these components are static components. Consider now
the Order component. As Unit Price, Customer Type, The most fundamental concept of the object-oriented
and Order Quantity change, Total Price changes as well. approach is the notion of encapsulation (also termed data
However, the order component does not contain the abstraction) which is the "packaging" of data and opera-
complete information about how price should be calcu- tions.12 Related to encapsulation is the notion of indepen-
lated and is, therefore, not a well-behaved component. dence which means that only the operations defined in
Moreover, the combined state of the components might the object (usually termed "methods") can modify its state
be an invalid system state (as total price in the order information.
component is not guaranteed to conform to the formula).
To remedy this, the system decomposition can be modi- The notion of a dynamic, well-behaved, completely self-
fied to include an additional *namic component: controlled thing, defined in Section 4, encompasses
encapsulation and independence in the object-oriented
Price (Customer Type, Unit Price, Quantity, approach. The state of a well-behaved thing can only be
Total Price; Price Law) changed by a given external event or via well-defined
internal transitions. A completely self-controlled thing
where the notation ;P>ice Law indicates that the compo- must have some state variables that are uniquely deter-
nent's state always conforms to the price formula. This is mined only by internal transitions. This can be inter-
a dynamic component that may be activated when cus- preted as encapsulation and independence.
tomer type, unit price or order quantity are changed. As
total price changes, the Order component can be modi- According to our model, for a thing to change state it
fied by an external event. The system is now composed must be subject to external events, modelled as changes
of four components, three are static and one is dynamic to input state variables. For a well-behaved thing, the
and well-behaved under the given set of external events. response to an external event depends only on the dy-
Moreover, every state combination of these modules is namics of the thing. Hence, external events provide a
now valid. Note that the new (dynamic) Price component model of communication among objects without compro-
is affected by external events to the system, while the mising object independence.
(static) order component is affected either by an external
event (i.e., change of Quantity) or by a derived event Consider now a well-behaved static thing. Such a thing
(changing Total Price). has no internal dynamics and matches the notion of an
entity in the entity-relationship model. lt follows that an
The three static components can be implemented as rela- entity can be viewed as a "limiting case" of an object
tions. The dynamic component can be implemented where no internal dynamics exists. Practically, this is
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